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Zac Freeman on ‘Justin’ Artwork 2019
“In regards to the artwork “Justin”, I was interested in evoking an emotion of wonder and 
potential. A feeling of ‘the future is full of limitless possibilities, the time is now to reach our goals’.

For this piece I worked from a B&W photograph which allowed me to use color creatively. In 
some cases I’ve used it for composition to move your eye across the canvas tangential to the 
true natural weighted composition of light/dark value. In other ways, I’ve used color for powerful 
intent. The striking red background demands attention and carries a feeling of hyperawareness.

I’ve also chosen an expression on Justin’s face that can be read differently at different times 
depending on the viewers mood. I know when I get this correct when my studio mates and 
colleagues start arguing over what they see Justin is doing or feeling and create vast fictional 
stories supporting their view”. ZAC FREEMAN

Zac Freeman is one of the world most recognised artists working with found objects, he is  
considered by many to be a pioneer in his creative practice. His artworks can be found in the 
collections of some of the worlds most reknowned art buyers.

Commissions include: ‘Absolut Freeman’, a series that started with ‘Absolut Warhol’.  
Other recent commissions include a 7ft portrait of German Rock Star Udo Lindenberg for Mein 
Schiff 3.
Selected Books and Publications: National Geographic, Ripley’s Believe It or Not, Art Without 
Waste, ColoRush Design. US National text books - Launching the Imagination, The Art of Seeing, 
Redux: Repurposed Materials, Art in America
Zac Freeman has also been featured in numerous distributed magazines and online features.
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